


This is Oslo’s Telegrafen, a grand landmark building that has 
been an architectural icon in the city’s streetscape for almost a 
century. Looking to the future, the building is now undergoing 
a dramatic renaissance. Inspired by its past life as the centre of 
Norway’s telecommunications and radio industries, Telegrafen is 
being transformed into a vibrant office, entertainment and retail 
destination for the modern age. 

The property is located in the heart of downtown Oslo, in 
Kvadraturen, the city’s oldest and most historic neighbourhood. 
Boasting a unique character, the area is popular amongst high-end 
retailers and restaurants, and is steps away from some of Oslo’s 
most prestigious downtown shopping areas, including Karl Johans 
gate, Nedre Slottsgate and Øvre Slottsgate. 

With its monumental scale, luxurious interiors and clever blend 
of heritage and modernity, this is truly a signature business address 
for today’s established companies and tomorrow’s entrepreneurs.

In the heart of one of Europe’s 
fastest growing cities lies a building 
magnificent in scale, design and 
historical significance.

INSPIRED BY THE PAST, 
REDESIGNED FOR 
THE FUTURE  
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Computer-generated image of the exterior.



THE CONCEPT

In the reimagined Telegrafen, the 
worlds of business, entertainment 
and shopping come together in 
one landmark building.
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The elegant office environment 
seamlessly integrates with the public 
grand hall and its inspiring retail, 
restaurant and bar offerings. This is 
a place to share, enjoy, and connect.

A PLACE TO SHARE, 
ENJOY AND CONNECT

Computer-generated image of the grand hall.

The Telegrafen building was historically not only a fortress 
of communication for the entire country, but also a place 
frequented by the general public on a daily basis. The doors 
are now open once again, inviting people in to experience and 
marvel at this awe-inspiring national treasure, with its unique 
period architecture and art.

In Telegrafen, Oslo has a distinctive new destination in the heart 
of Kvadraturen; a place that will inspire people to connect, day 
and night, for business and pleasure. The dramatic grand hall, 
with inviting interiors, vibrant ground floor entertainment and 
retail offerings will become a key meeting place in the city.

Historical details include wall frescoes, ceiling murals, carved 
granite and ground Labradorstein features, and majestic 
ceilings reaching up to six metres. These features, combined 
with best-in-class office, entertainment and retail spaces will 
make Telegrafen a truly unique offering that cannot be found 
anywhere else in Scandinavia. 



TELEGRAFEN

THERE ARE TWO 
THINGS THAT MAKE 
A SPACE TIMELESS: 

A SENSE OF HISTORY 
AND A PIECE OF 

THE FUTURE.

C H A R L O T T E  M O S S

Considering the building’s original design as an impenetrable 
fortress, Telegrafen is extremely open and bright thanks to two 
large atriums that allow natural light to flood each level. This is 
augmented by high ceilings of four to six metres. Each floor can 
be separated into four separate sections with a social zone in the 
centre. The building’s common amenities include large meeting 
rooms, a state-of-the-art auditorium, as well as a full service 
concierge to welcome guests into the building. The impressive 
Norwegian marble staircase, together with the original bold 
frescoes and bronze and stone artefacts have all been retained 
as the building’s signature emblems.

By combining the building’s rich heritage with a progressive 
future outlook, the architects and interior designers have added 
modern elements and materials to punctuate Telegrafen’s 1920’s 
rich character. The result is a luxurious blend of rich colours, soft 
textures and a distinctive mix of retro and modern furniture 
and fixtures.

Computer-generated image of the grand hall.



OSLO’S LANDMARK 
BUSINESS ADDRESS

This iconic Nordic Baroque-Nouveau 
building was once Norway’s largest 
office building. It consists of over 
25,000 m² of office, entertainment 
and retail space, spanning an entire city 
block on one of Oslo’s oldest streets, 
Kongens gate. 
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TO PROVIDE 
MEANINGFUL 

ARCHITECTURE IS NOT 
TO PARODY HISTORY 

BUT TO ARTICULATE IT.

D A N I E L  L I E B E S K I N D

AN ARCHITECTURAL 
TREASURE

The building was designed by two 
of Norway’s most famous architects, 
Arnstein Arneberg and Magnus 
Poulsson, who also collaborated on 
the legendary Oslo City Hall.

Upon completion, Telegrafen was the country’s third largest 
building and at the time of construction, the most expensive 
building in the history of Norway, costing 13 million Norwegian 
kroner in 1924 (the equivalent of approximately 350 million 
Norwegian kroner today).

In 1966, the building was extended with the addition of an 
annex to the corner of Tollbugata and Nedre Slottsgate, 
completing the full-block development. Telenor’s presence at the 
building decreased in line with the global advancement of the 
telecommunications business. In 1962, Telenor’s headquarters 
moved from the building and by the early 2000’s the organisation 
moved to a new address outside Oslo, leaving its former head 
office a treasured cultural icon, ripe for rediscovery. 
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Modern linear building extension by 
architect Nils Holter connects to the 
original design by Arneberg and Poulsson.
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TECHNOLOGY GIVES 
US THE FACILITIES 
THAT LESSEN THE 
BARRIERS OF TIME 
AND DISTANCE – 
THE TELEGRAPH 
AND CABLE, THE 

TELEPHONE, RADIO, 
AND THE REST.

E M I L Y  G R E E N E  B A L C H

NORWAY’S FIRST 
TELECOM HUB

Built in 1924, it was originally the head office of the 
communications giant, Telenor. Once a workplace for almost a 
thousand people, this towering granite edifice with its marble 
interiors and dramatic artworks was the place where Norwegians 
went to make contact with each other and the rest of the world. 
At one point in time, every phone call in Norway passed through 
Telegrafen’s switchboard. 

Telegrafen has played a key role 
in Oslo’s cultural landscape as 
the nerve centre of Norway’s 
telecommunications and 
radio business. 
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A JOURNEY 
IN TIME

Telegrafen was completed as 
the head office of Telenor and 
Norway’s administrative centre for 
its telecommunications and radio 
industry until 1962.

The building cost 13 million kroner, 
an outrageous sum for the time. 
On completion, Telegrafen was 
Norway’s third largest building.

Prominent Norwegian architects, 
Arneberg and Poulsson won a 
competition to design the new 
headquarters for Telenor. The building 
was built as a fortress, a fireproof 
monument. As such, no wood was 
used in construction, and Norwegian 
marble, stone and cast concrete were 
the preferred materials used for the 
common areas.

1916 BUILDING A FORTRESS

The Telegrafen building opened with a fanfare and more than 
1,000 people from 19 separate departments moved in to 
start work. “Undoubtedly one of the most beautiful buildings 
in Kristiania”, wrote the Morgenbladet newspaper.

1924 CONNECTING NORWAY

Like the Oslo City Hall, Telegrafen continued to 
restore and maintain its colourful fresco art by 
renowned Norwegian artist Alf Rolfsen.

In a bold, new investment move, 
Telegrafen was acquired in November 
2016 by EPISO 4 LP, a fund advised by 
Tristan Capital Partners (TCP), Malling 
Eiendom AS and Vedal Investor AS.

When Germany invaded 
Norway during World 
War II, the German regime 
understood Telegrafen’s 
value and guarded it. 
Telegrafen played host 
to countless confidential 
conversations as workers 
transmitted messages of war, 
peace and resistance. 

1940 PROTECTING AN ASSET

Nils Holter, a noted Norwegian 
architect, built an extension to this 
monumental building.

1966 A MODERN EXTENSION

Kongens gate 21 was formally recognised 
as an important heritage icon when it became 
a listed building.

1976 ICONIC HERITAGE

Up until the early 2000’s, Telegrafen was 
Norway’s most important telecom exchange. 
After having moved its head office operations 
out of the building in 1962, Telenor 
consolidated its offices and moved out in the 
early 2000’s to start a new chapter at their 
new premises at Fornebu outside Oslo.

1990’s A NEW CHAPTER

In August 2018, this monumental building commenced a 
complete renovation to state-of-the-art office and retail 
standards, and will be completed in 2020.

FUTURE A BUILDING TO CONNECT



LIGHT, SPACIOUS 
OFFICES

The new, reimagined Telegrafen 
provides extraordinary work spaces. 
Undergoing an extensive renovation, 
the design team from KIMA Arkitektur 
and Krohnark are creating a space that 
takes the heritage of the building as its 
inspiration and is fully modernising it 
with distinctly luxurious materials 
and design features. 
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AREA SCHEDULE

The building’s leasable area totals 25,449 m² 
metres and is undergoing a complete renewal 
to offer state-of-the-art modern offices. Each 
floor will offer centrally located social zones, 
while two large atriums provide excellent 
lighting to all floors. FLOOR TYPE AREA (M 2) AREA (FT 2)

8 Office  1,035 11, 141

7 Office  1,786 19,224

6 Office  1,159 12,475

5 Office  2,939 31,635

4 Office  2,390 25,728

3 Office  2,373 25,543

2 Office 3,079 33,142

1M Office  992 10,678

1M Restaurant  402 4,327

1 Retail  1,195 12,863

1 Restaurant  800 8,611

U1 Storage 75 807

U1 Restaurant 1,431 15,403

U2 Restaurant 861 9,268

U2 Storage 566 6,092

U3 Storage 778 8,374

U4 Storage 193 2,077

All Telenor 2,786 29,988

Parking Parking  610 6,566

TOTAL 25,449 273,930

Area schedule

U1

8 8

7 7

6 6

5 5

4 4

3 3

2 2

1
1

U1

1M

U2

U3

U4

U2

U3

U4

Atrium Atrium
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The property will offer all of the service features modern 
businesses want and expect. The refurbishment incorporates the 
historical and unique qualities of the building, while creating a 
remarkable workplace that inspires and motivates each company 
and every employee.

Computer-generated image of the 4th floor offices.



TELEGRAFEN

FLOOR PLANS

3rd Floor 4th Floor
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*Excluding Telenor technical areas. Plans not to scale, for indicative purposes only. *Excluding Telenor technical areas. Plans not to scale, for indicative purposes only.

Total leasable area* – 2,373 m2 / 25,543 ft2 Total leasable area* – 2,390 m2 / 25,728 ft2
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Computer-generated image of the 8th floor offices.
The large floor plates allow for various forms of modern 
work styles, including activity-based office configurations. 
Highly flexible areas, modern technological solutions and 
unencumbered flow between customisable work zones allows 
businesses to provide work spaces that best fit their employees’ 
needs. The current plans incorporate quiet spaces, team and 
project rooms, cellular offices, and larger meeting rooms on 
each floor. The building is designed to offer a modern workplace 
configured to accommodate employee needs, regardless of 
whether they are working in teams or individually.
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7th Floor 8th Floor

 

 

 

Skylight

Open atrium

Lockers

Meeting room

Meeting room

Meeting room

Technical 
room

Meeting room

Lockers

Breakout area

Copy 
room

Telenor

Open atrium

Roof terrace

Roof terrace

Breakout area

Technical room Technical room

Copy 
room

FLOOR PLANS

*Excluding Telenor technical areas. Plans not to scale, for indicative purposes only. *Excluding Telenor technical areas. Plans not to scale, for indicative purposes only.

Total leasable area* – 1,786 m2 / 19,224 ft2 Total leasable area* – 1,035 m2 / 11,141 ft2



AN EXCLUSIVE 
DESTINATION

Telegrafen is located immediately 
next to the exclusive shopping streets 
of Karl Johans gate, Øvre Slottsgate 
and Nedre Slottsgate, providing 
a strategic opportunity to create 
sophisticated retail, entertainment 
and culinary offerings. 
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Computer-generated image of of 
the retail units on the ground floor.
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Telegrafen is an aspirational commercial address where leading 
national and international businesses will share much more than 
just space. With highly attractive employee amenities, such as the 
first floor employee restaurant, tenants can socialise, share skills 
and explore new business opportunities.

Through a selective mix of retail, high-class restaurants and 
bars, discerning customers will discover Telegrafen as a natural 
extension of their shopping experience. The sheer grandeur of 
Telegrafen and its magnificent grand hall will ensure it becomes 
a destination in its own right, a prestigious retail environment 
where shoppers can browse, enjoy fine dining or share a cocktail 
in luxurious surroundings. 

Computer-generated image of 
restaurant on the ground floor.
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FLOOR PLANS
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1st Floor Mezzanine

*Excluding Telenor technical areas. Plans not to scale, for indicative purposes only. *Excluding Telenor technical areas. Plans not to scale, for indicative purposes only.

Total leasable area* – 1,394 m2 / 15,005 ft2Total leasable area* – 1,995 m2 / 21,224 ft2
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Computer-generated image of the retail 
flagship concept on the ground floor.



TELEGRAFEN

Basement – U1

FLOOR PLANS
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Basement – U2

*Excluding Telenor technical areas. Plans not to scale, for indicative purposes only. *Excluding Telenor technical areas. Plans not to scale, for indicative purposes only.

Total leasable area* – 1,506 m2 / 16,210 ft2 Total leasable area* – 1,427 m2 / 15,360 ft2

Car park
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Basement – U1

FLOOR PLANS

F R A N K  G E H R Y

ARCHITECTURE 
SHOULD SPEAK OF 

ITS TIME AND PLACE, 
BUT YEARN FOR 
TIMELESSNESS.

Basement – U3

FLOOR PLANS

TELEGRAFEN

*Excluding Telenor technical areas. Plans not to scale, for indicative purposes only.

Total leasable area* – 778 m2 / 8,374 ft2
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Computer-generated image of the 
restaurant on the ground floor.



NORWAY’S 
CAPITAL CITY

Oslo tops the polls for its outstanding 
quality of life. As one of Europe’s 
wealthiest and fastest growing cities, 
it is embracing change in everything 
from architecture and design to urban 
planning and entrepreneurship.
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3

2

4

1

5 6

1 Visitors enjoying the sunshine 
 at Oslo Opera House 
2 Enjoying a coffee at  the 
 Sentralen Cafeteria 
3 Oslo City Hall architecture 
 by architects Arneberg 
 and Poulsson

4 Greenery and fountains at 
 Studenterlunden park opposite 
 the National Theatre 
5 Boats on the marina 
6 Sentralen building facade

Just a five minute walk from the 
Oslo Central Station and the 
Stortinget Metro Station, and merely 
steps away from the nearest bus 
and tram stops, Telegrafen offers 
convenience and an easy commute 
for tenants and guests.

AT THE HEART 
OF THE ACTION 

Oslo is a compact city with many of its primary attractions 
located within easy walking distance of Telegrafen. From a quick 
coffee to Michelin star dining, a business lunch to an evening 
spent relaxing in one of the many stylish bars, everything is within 
immediate reach. In addition, many of the city’s key cultural sites 
are a short walk away including the Parliament, the Royal Palace 
and the National Theatre. 

Culturally, Oslo offers a wealth of things to see and do – from the 
spectacular new Opera House, the Munch Museum to the annual 
Øya music festival. Oslo has a burgeoning dining culture with top 
chefs bringing Michelin stars to the city while the plethora of 
coffee shops rival those of Norway’s Scandinavian cousins.



OSLO CATHEDRAL

THE PARLIAMENT

STEEN & STRØM

THE NATIONAL MUSEUM

AKERSHUS FORTRESS

UNIVERSITY OF OSLO

OSLO OPERA HOUSE

OSLO STOCK EXCHANGE

BARCODE PROJECT

NORWEGIAN BANK

OSLO CITY HALL

A K E R  B R Y G G E

K V A D R A T U R E N

B J Ø R V I K A

V I K A

G R Ü N E R L Ø K K A

T J U V H O L M E N

ASTRUP FEARNLEY MUSEUM

THE ROYAL PALACE

Studenterlunden
Park

Palace Park

Kristparken

Anker Park

Nationaltheatret Station

Stortinget

Oslo Central Station

Jernbanetorget 

Grønland

DEICHMANSKE LIBRARY
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KEY TRAVEL TIMES

Subway station 

Airport transfer 

Tram stop 

Bus stop 

Ferry terminal

Stortinget Metro Station  

Central Station 

Oslo CBD 

Vika 

Bjørvika 

Aker Brygge 

Oslo Airport

3 min walk 

8 min walk 

10 min walk 

15 min walk 

10 min walk 

20 min walk 

20 min 
(Airport 
Express train 
from Oslo 
Central Station)
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Engebret cafe and ‘Sitting Girl with 
Headphones’ sculpture by Marit 
Krogh in Bankplassen Square.
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KEY

1. Kamikaze
2. Burberry 
3. Urmaker Bjerke
4. Louis Vuitton 
5. Gucci
6. Hermes 
7. Saint Laurent 
8. Balenciaga 
9.  Aesop 
10. Isabelle Marant 
11. Rag & Bone 
12. Ganni 
13. Peak Performance 
14. Benetton 

Shopping

15. Zara 
16. Masai 
17. Marimekko 
18. J. Lindeberg
19. Samsøe & Samsøe
20. Acne Studios
21. Follestad 
22. PM
23. KappAhl 
24. Michael Kors 
25. Hugo Boss 
26.  Volt
27. Filippa K 
28. Kate Spade 

29. Marc Jacobs 
30. Gaia 
31. Ebbesen & Jensen 
32. Ting 
33. Fjällräven 
34. H&M
35. Carlings
36. Monki 
37. Victoria’s Secret
38. Steen & Strøm 
39. Eger

Eating & Drinking

40. Jambo Restaurant 
41. Jaipur 
42. New Delhi 
43. Posthallen 
44. Mehfel 
45. Statholder Gaarden 
46. Engebret Cafe
47. Det Gamle Raadhus
48. Proseccheria 
49. Cafe Skansen

50. Sentralen 
 Restaurant 
51. Cafe Christiania 
52. W.B. Samson 
53. Kaffebrenneriet 
54. Joe & The Juice 
55. Baker Hansen 
56. Magnat Cafe 
57. Sentralen Cafe 
58. Brasserie France
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Telegrafen lies at the heart of the Kvadraturen district, directly 
adjacent to the city’s most exclusive shopping areas. Attracting 
international high-end shoppers, the neighbourhood is home to the 
world’s most sought-after brands; everyone from Mulberry,  
Louis Vuitton, Hermés, Burberry, Balenciaga and YSL to many high 
street favourites. The building is also close to two of Norway’s 
major luxury department stores, Steen & Strøm and Eger.

1 Tom Wood store display 
2 Steen & Strøm 
3 Moncler 
4 Aesop

5 Acne Studios store in 
 Øvre Slottsgate  
6 The F5 concept store 
7 Balenciaga at Steen & Strøm
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1

3 4

5

2

1 YME Universe concept store 
2 A.P.C. store in Prinsens gate 
3 Bislet Blomster plants and flowers 
4 Hope Hair salon

5 Mathallen Food Hall, more than 
 30 specialty shops, cafés 
 and eateries

Exclusive brands and flagship stores 
of Nedre Slottgate, part of Oslo’s new 
luxury shopping district.
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PROJECT TEAM

CONTACT

EPISO 4 – a fund advised by TCP 
Owner 

Vedal Utvikling 
Developer

THOMAS BAGN
T +47 975 97 561
E thb@malling.no

LARS SIMEN PAULGAARD
T +47 474 73 655
E lsp@malling.no

Krohnark
Interior Architect

The information in this prospectus is based on information/documentations provided by the landlord, as well as other relevant information/documentations which Malling & Co Næringsmegling AS considers 
reliable. Information received from the landlord includes (but is not limited to) information related to rented space, other possible leases on the property, development plans, investments plans and zoning plans 
etc. Malling & Co Næringsmegling AS has not initiated any verification processes related to the information provided by the landlord. Hence, it is assumed that the information is correct. Furthermore, Malling 
& Co Næringsmegling AS has not made any assessment of the technical condition of the building and/or property at which the rental object is located.

Malling & Co Næringsmegling AS does not guarantee that the information given in the prospectus is true, accurate and/or complete, and it should therefore not be perceived as such. Although great effort has 
been made to ensure that this information is accurate and complete, Malling & Co Næringsmegling AS cannot give any assurance that factual errors might not occur.

Malling & Co Næringsmegling AS accepts no responsibility for any damages or losses arising as a result of lack of precision or errors in the prospectus. Malling & Co Næringsmegling AS, its directors, partners or 
employees cannot be held liable in relation to any person and/or entity for any direct, indirect, specific or consequential damages arising out of use of this prospectus.

It is assumed that the lessee will carry out his/her own thorough inspection of all matters that may be of importance to the lessee.  Further, it is assumed and recommended that the lessee uses his/her own 
professional advisors when conducting an independent assessment of the technical condition of the rental object, and that all relevant documents are examined before the lease is signed. 

Malling & Co Næringsmegling AS is not responsible for or obliged to verify the information in this prospectus and/or corresponding documents.

Saentys
Marketing

Malling Eiendom AS 
Owner

Vedal Entreprenør 
Construction Manager

Anvil Asset Advisors 
Asset Manager

Vedal Investor AS 
Owner

KIMA Arkitektur
Architect




